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Why systems innovation and portfolios?

our context our traditional 
response

portfolios

siloes 
connected 

interventions

Development 
challenges that are 

difficult to solve 
because of complex 
interdependencies.

“A portfolio approach means supporting many different but 
connected initiatives, less on their individual potential, and more as a 
spread of options for exploring alternatives and connections and test our 
way forward.” Climate-KIC



Where to start?



The complexity of city life tends, in fact, to 
breed many identities for its citizens as 
workers, but also as spectators at sports 
events, as parents concerned about 
schooling or patients suffering from 
insurance cuts. 
Richard Sennett



What makes a city “a city” and how can 
you get engaged with urban systems to 
induce transformation?

www.resilienceshift.org

Agora process looked into:

City features and characteristics

Commonalities in interactions and dynamics

Entry points and questions to ask for localization

design tools

design processes and guiding questions

urban intelligence: key entry points

Agorà 
a City Transformation 
Portfolio



Provide system lens into 
complex challenges

Design portfolios  
with connected 
interventions  

Build framework & 
capabilities for dynamic &  
adaptive management  
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understand 
our identity

set up 
portfolio 

intent

design system 
canvas

use areas of 
interest 
& build positions

ideate 
learning 
options

Iterative learning, 
sensemaking and 

intelligence creation

Unpacking a Problem Exploring the System Positions in the System Sensemaking
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What is Agorà?







Example : Agora, Urban transformation stencil

3D subjective model to 
present system structures 

identifying system attractors 
to find strategic entry points 

articulating positions and 
various sets of intervention 
options for a portfolio 

iterative learning to 
develop policies and 
induce system changes

Social System 
Canvas

Portfolio of 
Options

Areas of 
Interest

Sensemaking & 
Acceleration



City Experiment Fund :
Vibrancy in Stepanavan

#attractor #reimaginingthecity

#collectiveidentity#strategicpartnerships

Youth x Knowledge x Apply

Go where knowledge networks within 
and outside Stepanavan come 
together to enable a learning hub for 
youth to develop diverse skill sets 
without having to leave Stepanavan

Go where the city interacts 
with resources outside to 
bring new forms of 
entertainment and enable 
fun for youth

Youth x Fun x Apply

Local Gov’t x Outside x 
Communicate

Local Gov’t x Partners x Learn

City x Talent x Learn Orgs x Resources x Apply

Go where the local government 
represents itself and communicates with 
the outside to attract financial and human 
resources to the city

Go where the city learns strategically about 
potential relationships with businesses, 
funders, cities and other organizations to 
build transformative partnerships and 
networks that can expand the city's presence

Citizens x Identity x LearnCitizen x Data x Collect

Go where the city can collect data, 
analyze and learn about the density and 

diversity of daily interactions in the city

Go where citizens in Stepanavan are 
imagining and building the collective 

brand and identity of the city

Go where the city learns how to attract 
and retain new residents in the city, 

through research and targeted 
experiment

Go where organizations are able to 
utilize existing but under-utilized 
infrastructure to transform and to 

enhance their value in the city

What can we do to initiate 
and learn on how to build 
vibrancy in Stepanavan?

Example : TGFF Cities Experiment Fund, Learning Portfolio



Example : M4EG Portfolio Cities



How are we applying Agorà?

➔ Stepanavan, Armenia: Vibrant City

➔ Prizren, Kosovo: Culture as economic enabler

➔ Pljevlja, Montenegro : Alternative Future-proof Work

➔ Skopje, N.Macedonia: Bio-waste system

Cities Experiment Fund

➔ Areni, Armenia: Sustainable Tourism

➔ Batumi. Georgia: Talent Knowledge Hub

➔ Kutaisi, Georgia: Eco Smart City

➔ Ceadir-Lunga, Moldova: Energy Efficient City

M4EG



Our Urban Offer


